
I case the main conduit leading to a turbine is 
comparatively long, beginning at the intake on a 

mparatively light slope (canal, tunnel or low- 
Icadi SUl-e pipe) and concluding in a short steep slope 
penst'"] ,dirccdy to tde turbines, (high-pressure pipe or 
tion °Ck ’ it: is common practice to construct at the junc
tion 311 °pe.n tank’ caIled the surge tank, by which the 
a con Ct°nduit. is separated into two parts, in which with 
duit -S ant discharge of the turbines the flow in the con- 
variaM COnstant! an<I with a variable turbine discharge a 
surfaJ e.conduit flow results. In the first case, the water 
at th C'ln surge tank is lower than the water surface 
the in „mtake by an amount dependent upon the flow in 
rn'nedXVhPI"eSSUre. p!pe" This difference of head is deter- 
inom ' tke friction head in the main conduit. 

ement of ti

the surge tank consists of a pipe or tunnel running full 
under pressure.

I. Introduction.
The investigation is developed (see Fig. i) under the 

following additional assumptions :
(1) The intake is provided with a spillway whose di

mensions are such that the elevation n — n in the forebay 
may be considered as constant during the period under 
investigation.

(2) The sectional area of the main conduit is constant.
(3) The volume of the conduit, compared to the 

volume of the surge tank and compared to that part of 
the volume of the forebay which is affected, is so large 
that the influence of both of these masses of water toward 
decreasing the flow may be neglected.
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nes. out of it through the penstocks to the (4) Elastic and temperature conditions are neglected.
In the derivations of the formulae, the following ab

breviations are used :

L = Length of main conduit in feet.
0 = Sectional area of main conduit in square feet. 
p = Wetted perimeter of main conduit in feet.
v = Velocity of water in main conduit in feet per second 

at the time “t”.

>n thy” second case, the inerti of the moving mass 
^tflow^T COnduit Prevents this quality of inflow and 
Feighj wat€r surface in the surge tank has variable
vati0nS\ tkat is, it rises or falls above and below the ele- 
tion of (|’e to the steady flow. The extent of this fluctua-

main e water surface depends upon the dimensions of 
an , conduit, the amount of flow, and also on the 

flow 0r °rm of the surge tank. In this case, if
Wat '1 excessive lowering or too large fluctuations of 

«lust b Cr SUldace are to be prevented, the surge tank 
of tbe ^ Ç’mensioned according to the area and length 
flow, j’a,n conduit and according to the inflow and out- 
^'OatioJ1 **1'S ardc*e the problems leading to the deter- 
-^thods °f tllC d*mens*ons will be discussed, and the 
tu tlle sol P-rt'y ana,ytical and partly graphical, involved 

assUmllfl?n of these problems, will be developed upon 
Ption that the main conduit from the intake to

the
size

v, Normal velocity of water in the main conduit in feet 
per second, during the period of steady fl

v2 = Initial velocity in the main conduit in feet per 
second, at the time t = o.
(v, v, and v.2 are average values and are assumed as 
constant throughout the entire length of the main 
conduit).

an over-
ow.

H, = Vertical distance from the, , , , water surface n — n in
the forebay to the centre of gravity of the 
to the main conduit.

entrance
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